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1. Introduction. Wang has shown in [l] that in a certain system

Zc the impredicative axiom schema of set existence cannot be re-

duced to finitely many special axioms, provided Zc is consistent. He

shows that, if Zc is consistent, any system Zc containing only a finite

number of axioms of Zc has a model D' containing only denumerably

many sets. The enumeration of these sets can actually be given in

Zc, and, by the diagonal method, a set is constructed in Zc which

cannot be in D'. Hence it is impossible to prove the existence of the

set in Zc . (Zc is an extension of the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. In

this connection, cf. [3].)

In this paper, I shall make use of Wang's enumeration of the sets

of the model D' in Zc, and go on to define a truth predicate in Zc for

D'. Let F(m) be the formula whose Godel number is m. Then the

truth predicate is 'Tr (m)' which means that F(m) is true in the model

D'. Since D' is a non-standard model (in the sense of [4]), I shall call

this a non-standard truth predicate. I shall prove the consistency of

Zc in Zc, using this predicate.

This non-standard truth definition may seem strange, since the

literature is concerned mostly with standard truth definitions. But

there is reason to be interested in non-standard truth definitions as

well as standard ones. For if there is no such thing as absolute mathe-

matical truth, as many mathematicians and philosophers are now

inclined to believe, then it would seem that the notion of truth has

to be relative to a model. (Indeed, in [5] Rosser and Wang express

their willingness to work with systems demonstrably without any

standard models.) A mathematical statement true in one model may

be false in another; and if to one of these models we attribute a kind

of pre-eminence, it is only because we are more familiar with it. We

should not say, then, that a certain mathematical statement is true;

rather we should say that it is true in such and such model.

Following [6] the usual manner of constructing a truth definition

for a system P involves the devices of another system P' whose nota-

tion is richer than P. E.g., P' may contain a new type of variable.

Also such truth definitions are associated with a standard concept of

truth. Thus the theorems provable in P', answering to the criterion of
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adequacy for the truth definition, are of the form

(1) rxr(m) =F(m)^,

where F(m) has no free variables. (The corners here are as in [7] for

quasi-quotation. 'm' or any letter with an upper bar stands ambigu-

ously for a numeral.) However, (1) cannot in general be proved in Zc.

For the non-standard model D' is not a model for Zc-

However, although (1) does not hold for the truth definition of

this paper, something analogous does hold. For a formula F(m)

another formula P(trans (m)) will be constructed in §3, not provable

in Zc unless F(m) is true in D'. Then, in Zc it is possible to prove

theorems of the following form:

l"Tr (in) = F (trans (m))l,

where F(m) and P(trans (m)) have no free variables. These theorems

answer to a more general criterion of adequacy for a truth definition,

in fact to a criterion originally proposed by Tarski. (Cf. p. 305 of

[6]-)
The non-standard truth definition is similar to what is called in

[8] a "model of the second kind." The consistency proof of this paper

is similar to the consistency proof sketched in §4 of [8].

2. The truth definition. I shall use terminology of [l]. On p. 61

of that paper a set e is defined which presents the enumeration of the

sets of D'. e(0), e(l), e(2), ■ • • are all the sets of D'. (Arrows above

the e's are omitted because of printing difficulties.) In order to define

truth in D', it is first necessary (following [6] and [2]) to define a

notion of satisfaction; a formula is satisfied in D' by an assignment

of its free variables as entities of D' if it is true with its free variables

so interpreted. We can assume that 'xi', 'x2', • ■ • are all the variables

of Zc in primitive notation. Letters of the middle of the alphabet

('g' to 't') are the variables in defined notation for natural numbers.

A natural number g represents an assignment of the variables to sets

of D' as follows: for g>0, gi is the exponent of the (i + l)th prime

number in the prime factorization of g; we assume that 0, = 1, = 0;

then g assigns e(g,) to the variable 'x/, for every i. For any formula,

as g goes through all positive integers, every possible set of inter-

pretations of its free variables as sets of D' will be assured, since the

formula can have only a finite number of free variables.

The satisfaction predicate 'gSm', meaning that assignment g satis-

fies Fim) in D', can be defined after a few observations. It is known

that all formulas can be built up from the atomic formulas by means

of the Sheffer stroke function and universal quantification.  It is
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known that the following are definable in Zc (since Zc contains num-

ber theory): 'M(m, n, k)', meaning that F(m) is 'xn£xjt'; 'T(m, n, k)'

meaning that F(m) is rF(n) | F(k)^ (the Sheffer stroke function);

'Q(m, n, k)' meaning that F(m) is *(x„)F(k)^ (universal quantifica-

tion).

Let 7?m be the number of logical operators in F(m). A logical

operator is either a stroke function or a universal quantification. It

will be necessary to be able to change the assignment g to an alter-

nate assignment t(g, i, m) such that (t(g, i, m))i is m and, for jr^i,

(t(g, i, m))j = gj. Clearly 't(g, i, m)' is definable in Zc. '67,(y)' means

that y is an i-satisfaction set; in other words, y is the set of all ordered

pairs (g, m) such that Rm^i and g satisfies F(m) in D'. Formally,

'Gi(y)' is an abbreviation for the following:

(g,m) Ey. = .Rm^ i.(3n)(3k)M(m, n, k).e(gn)

£ e(gk).y.T(m, n, k).(g, n) £ y\ (g, k) £ y.V.Q(m, n, k)

■U)(('(g,n,j),k)Ey)).

'gSm' (g satisfies F(m)) and 'Tr (m)' (F(m) is true) are defined, re-

spectively, as follows:

(^y)(GRm(y)-(g,m)Ey),

(g)gSm.

3. The basic theorems for the truth definition. This section

culminates in a proof of the fact that, for every numeral 'in' such

that F(m) has no free variables, Tr (m) = F(trans (w))1 is a theorem

of Zc. This proof justifies the truth definition.

In this section and the following section a number of theorems,

which are formal theorems of Zc, are proved; because these theorems

are similar to certain formal theorems of the second section of [2],

the proofs in the present paper are just sketched. Familiarity with

[2 ] (to which all references are henceforth made) is therefore assumed

on the part of the reader, who will also note that the development

of the truth definition of [2] is similar to the development in this

paper, except for two differences. First, the truth definition of [2]

is a standard one and therefore requires a higher type variable,

namely, 'AY, 'X2, etc. Second, while g in this paper is a natural

number, g in [2] is a certain kind of set; however, g represents a

sequence, in [2 ] as well as in this paper.

Theorem I. (i) (ay)67,(y).

The proof is similar to the proof of 2.33 (p. 250) including the
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proofs of Lemmas 2.30 and 2.31. Here the axiom of separation of Zc

is used instead of the class axiom of [2].

Theorem II.

(1) M(m, re, k)D.gSm = eign)Ceigk).

(2) Tim, n, k)Z)'-gSm=.gSn\gSk.
(3) Q(m, re, k)D.gSm = (j)t(g, n,j)Sk.

The proofs of (1), (2), (3) are precisely similar to the proofs of

2.40, 2.41, and 2.42 (p. 251). Note that corresponding theorems can

be proved in Zc involving different logical operators; for example,

where 'Z^)(m, re, k)' means that F(m) is iF(n)Z^)F(kj{, the following:

D(m, re, k)Z):gSm = .gSnDgSk. (Cf 4.1, p. 258.)
The translation of statements of Zc into statements of Zc about

the model D' is now given (following [l]). Let us assume that 'm/,

'm2, etc. are infinitely many variables in Zc, in defined notation, for

the natural numbers. Then F(trans (m)) is obtained from F(m),

assuming that F(m) is in primitive notation, by replacing each vari-

able 'x/ by 'e(wzi)' in all context except within quantifiers, 'x/ within

quantifiers is replaced by 'w,'. For example, '(x,-)(x,£xi)' is trans-

lated as '(mi)(e(mi)Ce(m/))'. Clearly 'trans (m)', being recursive, is

definable in number theory and hence in Zc. As is mentioned in [l],

where F(m) is provable in Zc , F (trans (m)) is provable in Zc.

Theorem III. For any numeral 'm' such that F(m) has no free vari-

ables, the following is a theorem of Zc: rTr (in)) =F (trans (re*))"1.

The proof is similar to the proof of 2.44 (p. 252) including the

proof of Lemma 2.43. There is a dependency here on Theorem II,

similar to the dependency in [2] on 2.40, 2.41, and 2.42.

4. The consistency proof. Let 'Ax(m)' ('Thm (m)') mean that

F(m) is an axiom (theorem) of Zc'. It is now convenient to refer to

§4 of [2].

Theorem IV. (m)(Ax(m)Z)Yr (m)).

The proof is similar to the proof of 4.8 (p. 259) including the proof

of Lemma 4.7 (p. 258). The notion 'axfr(m)' used in 4.7 is easily de-

finable in Zc. We must note also that impredicative features exist in

Zc, corresponding to those used in [2].

Theorem V. (m)(Thm(m)DTr (m)).

The proof is similar to the proof of 4.12 (p. 259), including the

proofs of 4.10 and 4.11.
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From this it follows readily that the consistency of Zc' is provable

in Zc. (Cf. Theorem IV, p. 260, of [2].)
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AN EXTENSION THEOREM FOR SOLUTIONS OF dw=Q

HARLEY FLANDERS

Let U and V be open sets in En such that VEU and U is con-

nected and homologically trivial, i.e., all homology groups of U be-

yond the zero-dimensional case vanish. Let fi be an exterior differ-

ential form of degree p on En with infinitely differentiable coefficients

whose exterior derivative vanishes: <7£2 = 0. The well known converse

to the Lemma of Poincare asserts that Q = da where w is an infinitely

differentiable p — 1 form on En. Let us suppose however that we are

merely given a p — 1 form a on U such that da = £2 on U. The ques-

tion immediately arises as to whether it is possible to prolong a to all

of En. The example U={(x, y)|x>0}, a = (xdy— ydx)/(x2+y2),

U = 0 shows us that the answer is negative. Nevertheless, there exists

a p — 1 form P on E„ such that P—a on V and dp = £l on En.

To prove this, we shall take for granted the existence of an infi-

nitely differentiable function / on En such that/=l on V and /=0

outside of a closed subset of U. We have the form a on En such

that ifc) = Oon£„ and the form a on U such that da = 0 on U. Thus

d(a— co)=0 on U and so it follows from the hypotheses on U and

what is essentially de Rham's second theorem that a— w = d\ on U,
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